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POETRY,PROSE, AND PUSHKIN'S
EGYPTIAN NIGHTS
LudmilaShleyferLavine, PrincetonUniversity

I
The Tales of Belkin and Eugene Onegin are the traditional subjects for a

discussion of Pushkin's "transitionto prose." However, along with the
poet's growing interest both in prose and in prosaic elements in verse,
another branch of creative development, largely unexamined by Pushkinists, began to take shape in EgyptianNights (EN).1 The observationof
Eikhenbaum(31) - that Pushkin'sprosaiclanguageconstantlychecksitself
againstthe poetic canon and that the value of his prose lies primarilyin its
relation to poetry-is expressed most poignantlyin this unfinishedwork.
The numerousphases in the genesis of EN betrayPushkin'spreoccupation
with creating a work that would combine prose and verse in their pure
forms. The prose-poetryinterfacein EN is antitheticalto that of texts such
as EugeneOnegin,where, as Tynianovsuggests,prose deformspoetry (and
vice versa).2 Furthermore,EN reveals the process of integratingpoetry
into prose not just as a frivolousdiversionof a narratoror a character,or as
a poetic epigraphat the beginningof a prose chapteror a block of prose as
an epigraphto a poetic work, but as an indispensableelement of the work
as a whole.
In previousscholarshipon EN, it has been assumedthatthe themesdeveloped in the two formalcomponentsof the tale complementeach other. I will
arguethat the literaryexpressionitself is foregroundedand, withit, irreconcilabledifferencesbetween poetry and prose. These two mutuallyexclusive
modes of artisticcreationsubordinateother elements in the tale, polarizing
the text into two types of world views, poetic and prosaic.
Because the propertiesof prose will be an importantconsiderationin my
analysis, it is necessaryfirst to define the genre of EN and the stylisticsit
presupposes. The tension between reality and art clearly identifies the
work- regardlessof its individualcomponents- with the Romantictradition.3 The act of improvisationitself is the epitome of Romantic poetics:
initial inspirationand final product collapse into a single unit of creative
SEEJ,Vol.42, No. 3 (1998):p. 402-p. 422
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time.4Pushkin'sprose, it should be recalled, precedes psychologicalrealism; we must therefore approachthe conception of "prosaics"through a
Romanticprism. In the 1820's, prose was ill-defined:it was shapeless and
everything that poetry was not. Determined by the norms of its 18thcenturypredecessor,it was perceived as a non-artisticmedium of travelogues, letters, footnotes, etc. In many instances prose was synonymous
with quotidianreality,with contemporaneityand the temporary,with nontranscendent,physicalexistence. WolfSchmidexaminesthe implicationsof
the word "proza"in Povesti Belkina, noting that the "prose of life" and
"the languageof prose"are closely related for Pushkin(213).
Structurally,EN as a whole is a perfect representativeof Romanticconventions. Often the tension between art and life in a Romantictale takes
the form of framednarratives.Lotman'snotion of a text withina text helps
to explainthe preferencefor this type of narrativeorganizationin Romantic prose. Framed texts encourage us to perceive the space of the outer,
prosaic tale as "real life" (Kul'turai vzryv 104-122). Verse, to complete
this Romanticdyad, taps into the blessed moment of inspiration;it is not
hindered by day-to-day existence, it is untouched by historic time.5 As
opposed to a linear development of thinking, poetry is on another more
metaphoricand simultaneousplane of understanding,reachedonly momentarily and immediately.Poetic cognition allows one to escape the banality
of life througha surge upward.Contradictions,detected by reason, disappear; everything is in harmony for that synchronicmoment. However,
while prose speaks a naturallanguage and is all encompassing,only the
ordainedcan achieve the blessed state that is poetry.
The direct pre-texts for EN ("A Tale from Roman Life" and "An Evening at the Dacha"), as well as the tale itself, belong to Romantic prose
that, as CharlesIsenberg asserts, launches the traditionof framed narratives (13). Isenberg notes that the very act of telling is often the focus in
these works. It is emphasized by specifying the time of its occurrence,
namely "evenings"or "nights"(e.g. Odoevsky'sRussian Nights and Gogol's Evenings on a Farm near Dikanka). The critic defines the dynamics at

work in framed narrativeswith the help of the mise en abyme effect-a
structuraldevice which explainsan insert as a reflectionof its outer frame
in 'text withina text' constructs.The frame-and-inserttales that ultimately
lead to EN are organized according to the same principle. There is a
decisive difference,however, between the subjectsof Isenberg'sstudy and
Pushkin'sset of texts. The formal relationshipbetween outer and inner
narratives does not present major temporal discrepancies when prose
framesprose. This set-upallowsthe same protagonistto driftfromframeto
the inner story quite freely.6The shift from prose frame to prose insert,
frequentlyunited by the life span of a single character,does not necessitate
a changein chronotope:the space withinthe tale is potentiallyreal and can
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be revisited by the teller, albeit with a somewhat altered world view. (In
The Kreutzer Sonata, Pozdnyshev's space of narration-the

train car-is

alignedwith the trainride withinhis story,shortlybefore the murder.)
Once a framed tale in prose is replaced by a poem, crossingthe border
between outer and inner narrativescarriesdifferentimplications.When a
characterin a prose tale switchesto the lyric "I"(e.g. as the Italiandoes in
the firstimprovisation),he assumesanotherpersonaaltogether.7In the case
of EN, the improvisershiftsfromspacethatis partof his reality(his unkempt
hotel room, the auditorium)to the purelyimaginary/ self-constructedterritory (e.g., the speaker of the first embedded poem lives in metaphoric
heights and depths; the subject of the second improvisationis set in the
temporal isolation of ancient Alexandria). Subsequently,the maturation
period, necessary before a charactercan tell his story-autobiography,is
extraneousfor a voice that does not hold itself accountableto "real"time
and does not aim for credibilityof the stories it tells.
By the mid 1830's,two distinctways of embeddingpoetrybecome apparent in Pushkin'sprose. One functionof a poetic insertis purelyattributive.
In this case, a poem is an ornamentthat helps to depict a particularcharacter, setting, or plot event, with little or no indispensableinfluenceon the
story-line.Grinev'slove lyric to MashaMironovain The Captain'sDaughter is one such example of a poetic insert as a replaceablecharacterattribute. Although the poem triggersthe duel with Shvabrin,it is insignificant
in the capacityof a poem, for other events could have playedthe same role.
TheMoor of Peterthe Greatprovidesa good exampleof poetic insert as an
attribute of setting. Here, we find an excerpt from a poem by Voltaire,
which serves as a historical illustration. It is prefaced by the following
words: "nlpoKas3i repIora PHImeeJ.e..
IH aIOT
IIpHHagJiexaTHCTOpHH
noHaTHeo Hpasax cero speMeHH"(8: 4).8 Neither of the works above

would be unrecognizablyaltered if the poetic insertswere to be removed,
as long as their functionwas compensatedfor elsewherein the text.
The body of texts representedby EN, on the other hand, exemplifiesan
inseparableframe-and-insertstructure,solidified by the mirroringof the
outer text in the inner.In the earlyto mid 1830's,Pushkinoften considered
the question of positioningpoetry as an integralelement in a prose narrative, and in this way testing the possibilities of the two forms by way of
contrast. This tendency is evident in fragmentaryworks such as "A Tale
from Roman Life" (1833-35), "An Evening at the Dacha" (1835), "Scenes

from the Days of Chivalry"(1835); and it culminatesin EN (1835), which,
although seemingly unfinished,presents the interactionof literary forms
most completely and definitively.9The embedded poem of this type is
indispensable to the plot. Since all of the prose frames share a single

fabula- a genteel group of people gatheringat night to listen to the recita-
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tion of poetry- such a poetic insert becomes the pivotal point of a prose
tale.
Before incorporating"Cleopatra"into EN, Pushkintried several other
prose settings for this poem; "A Tale from Roman Life" was one of these
attempts.10The directionwhich this formal relationshipwas ultimatelyto
take is difficult to discern. Pushkin planned to use Tacitus' account of
Petronius'suicide to frame several nights of poetry-readingby the dying
hero.11The firstnight of poetry would yield the tale of Cleopatra.The next
night would be devoted to Petronius' most celebrated satire on Nero's
reign, TheSatyricon,whichis itself a curiousblendingof prose and verse.12
Thus, Pushkinenvisioned "A Tale from Roman Life" along the lines of a
classicalfusion of literaryforms that would in turn incorporateone of the
most renowned works of this type, The Satyricon.EN was to follow the
same formula, although-it would seem-without direct reference to Petronius'novel.
"An Evening at the Dacha" is the next step toward EN. The general
design-a mixture of poetry and prose in which each element would be
equal in vigor-is alreadyevident in "A TalefromRoman Life." However,
in the latter work, the multiplicityof plots obscuresthe poetry-proseinterdependence. The stories are only superficiallyconnected by one narrator
and by the circumstancesthat fuel the creativeprocess (i.e. his slow death).
"An Evening," on the other hand, introducesa plot that unifies the two
literaryforms by utilizinga single story line which splits into two parallel
narratives,that of Cleopatraof Alexandria and that of Cleopatraof the
Neva. Thissocietytale consistsof a casualdiscussionof Cleopatra'sproposition (in the form of a poem). That which serves as a digressionfrom the
plot in Pushkin'sother works, a poetic insert, becomes an essentialpart of
"An Evening." The mise en abyme effect, i.e. the strikingresemblance
between the two heroines, stronglysuggeststhat, were it to be continued,
the interpolatedpoem would dictate the unfoldingof the prose narrative.
Thus, as he moved his earlier poem "Cleopatra"from "A Tale from
Roman Life" through"An Evening"and finallyto EN, Pushkinpreserved
the followingelements:1) on the level of plot, an oralrecitationin frontof an
audience; and 2) formally,a place for the poem in a work that oscillates
betweentraditionalmodels of poetry andverse. Although"Scenesfromthe
Days of Chivalry"has no obviousthematiclinkto the chainthatleadstoward
the creationof the tale of the improvisator,it sharesmanyimportantcomponentswiththisgroup.Twopoems, in iambictetrameter,are insertedinto this
otherwiseprose dramaas Franz'ssolo numbers,requestedby his audience.
The first one is a revision of an earlier poem, "Lelenda."Tomashevsky
observes that the incorporationof previous poetic material into EN and
"Scenes"at roughly the same time is not an accident. Both poems paint
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historical portraits - a knight, locked away in his "remote palace" ("zamok
dal'nyi"), and Cleopatra in her Alexandrian palace ("chertog") - and play
an integral role in their respective texts (Tomashevsky 415-16). After all,
Franz's poetic gift saves his life, and subsequently alters the direction of the
tale: just before his execution, Franz entertains his captors with his songs,
and in this manner lures the lady of the house to petition for his life.
Elements that constitute Franz's poetry reading, namely the combination of music and verse, as well as the poet's antagonistic relationship to his
audience, also characterize the Italian's final improvisation. Most importantly for the present argument, however, is that "Scenes" and texts that
directly lead to EN exhibit a thematic affinity that is realized formally. An
historically distant setting is another aspect peculiar to all of these frameand-insert tales. Petronius, Cleopatra, and the more recent knighthood of
the Middle Ages, are all subjects from a lofty, fictionalized past. However,
in "An Evening" and later in EN, historical time is treated differently than
in "A Tale from Roman Life" or in "Scenes." Here a split between different epochs corresponds to the split between literary forms. Prose sections
become synonymous with contemporaneity, while poetry is used to depict
ancient subjects.13
This dyad appears as early as 1827, in Pushkin's humorous epistle to
Del'vig, entitled "The Skull" ("Cherep" 3: 68-72). Structurally, this poem
corresponds to the framed poetic texts discussed earlier, only turned inside
out, i.e. poetry frames a prose insert. It is a short narrative poem that shifts
into prose toward the end, and returns to verse for its conclusion. Baron
Del'vig, the addressee's ancestor, leads a chivalrous life and then is reverently laid to rest, until the narrator's contemporary steals his skeleton. As
the speaker moves from the dignified tale about Del'vig's forefather to the
abduction of his skeleton, the narration switches to prose. The eloquent
past becomes nothing more than a disintegrated skeleton used for mundane purposes as it invades the present: "BoibimasI acTb BbICOKOpOgHbIX
KOCTeIHocTajiacb aInTeKapio.Moil npIrATer Byjib noIIOyHJIB InoapOK
qepen H gepxaJI B HeM Ta6aK" (3: 72). The shift from elevated subjects to
their burlesque counterparts is a phenomenon that is often accompanied by
the switching of forms in Pushkin.14 What is peculiar to "The Skull" and,
later, to EN, is that its mixture of literary forms allows both the elevated
subject and its parody to be confined within a single work. Moreover,
although "The Skull's" narration oscillates between forms, aside from the
speaker's passing explanation for abandoning verse ("51 6bI HHKaK He
ocMeJIHJIc5OCTaBHTb
pHIMbI B 3Ty n03THIeCKyIO MHHyTy, eCJIH6bI .. .";

3: 71), its story-line remains uninterrupted.15
Thus two distinct ways of conflating literary forms emerge in Pushkin's
poetics. The former, represented by Eugene Onegin, functions according to
Tynianov's concept of deformation. The latter, a body of texts that culmi-
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nates in EN, could be categorizedas worksin whichthe boundarybetween
prose and poetry is unequivocal.If writingsof the first classificationresult
in the "deformationof forms,"16then worksof the second groupbelong to
a category diametricallyopposed. In Eugene Onegin, the poetic and prosaic componentsare intermingled,giving rise to a new genre. EN, on the
other hand, functionsaccordingto carefulpreservationof the forms which
constitute it. Prose sections strictly adhere to Pushkin's recipe for the

npo3bs. OHa
genre: "TOHHOCTbi KpaTKOCTb-BOT nepBbie nOCTOHHCTBa
HH K IeMy
MbIcJIerMbIei H-6e3 HHX6JIecTisHe BbIpaKaeHHH
Tpe6yeT MbIi
He cjiyacaT.CTHXH
gejio gpyroe . . . ("O proze" 4: 19). Poetry, as the first

improvisationin EN asserts,is "anothermatter,"i.e. it defies normallogic.
II

The principal oppositions that define the formal polarization in the
works leading up to EN are: 1) contemporaneityversus antiquityand 2)
autobiographicalmode versus fictional artifact. In the previous section I
have identifiedthe tendency in this group of texts to separate poetry and
prose into mutually exclusive temporal categories. In this section I will
trace the developmentof the second oppositionby analyzingboth the final
versionof EN and the steps taken to arriveat it. Here I will suggesthow the
state of the manuscriptitself supports the poet's formal concerns documented on its pages.
At thispoint it will be helpfulto investigatemore closely Lotman'sassessment of the text-within-textstructure.When one text is introducedinto
another, he suggests, the frame is immediatelyaligned with "reality."The
insertedtext, by virtueof being framed,is recognizedas an artifact.EN is a
perfect illustrationof this configuration.The contrast between the two
halves- the very lyricalpoems and their extremelycasualprose settingscauses the focus to shift from the poetic subject matter to the frame. As
might be expected of a tale about two poets, the creative act itself takes
center stage. Before the improvisercomposes the concludingpoem, the
reader is constantly reminded that a show ("predstavlenie")is about to
begin. Technicalitiesof a theatricalperformance- such as the searchfor an
auditorium,the printingand selling of tickets, the improviser'stastelessly
dramaticappearancebackstage,the stage on whichhe stands,the audience
itself- eclipse the actualimprovisation.
The poetic segments, on the other hand, provide a starkcontrastto the
ordinarinessof the prose. Both poems are in iambictetrameter-almost a
cliche of Pushkin'spoetics by 1835. The 1824 version of "Cleopatra"alternates between tetrameterand hexameter,while the 1828 revision (and the
1835 unfinishedvariant)are entirely in tetrameter.Efim Etkind has noted
that these later revisions move away from Classicism.17Indeed, the 1835
"Cleopatra"is closer to Pushkin'searlier Romantic period, especially to
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the character of Zarema in The Fountain of Bakhchisarai. This retrogres-

sive gesture is indeed very puzzling.Most scholarsagree that such a backwardglance casts the poem, in the context of EN, as a stylization.18In this
instance, stylizationis a reminderof the artificialityof the text. The style
itself carriesmeaning and takes precedence over the representedsubject
once the poem is set in prose. But even the subject matter of the two
improvisations(a poet's relationshipto his audience, an exotic woman),
harksback to Pushkin'sRomanticperiod.
In contrastto the stylizationof the poetic sections, the prosaicnarrator
is inseparablefrom the voice of the biographicalPushkin. Bondi insists
that the initial sketch of Charsky's character in "A Fragment" is the
author'sown polemic with Bulgarin(200). Upon his returnfrom Arzrum
in 1829, Pushkinwas attacked by journalists, who expected him to bring
home verses that would praise Russian militaryprowess; instead, he presented the public with the seventh chapterof Eugene Onegin and a number of lyric poems. "A Fragment" ("Otryvok,"as this first portrait of
Charsky has come to be known), was written shortly after the poet's
return. It contains indisputably autobiographicalpassages, e.g.: "npH
ero [H3 gepeBHH] nepBbfiH BcTpeHIHbIHcnpauHBaeT ero: He
HaM tero-HH6ygb HOBOrO?"
BbI
npHBe3JiH JmI
(8: 409). When Pushkin
B03BpamieHHH

included "A Fragment"in EN, he removed the most obvious autobiographical passages, such as the following section:

"lBHTCa Jib OH B
H
Ha
apMHIO, lTO6 B3rJISHyTb gpy3ei
pOAcTBeHHHKOB-ny6JiHKaTpe6yeT
OT Hero o03MbI Ha nocJIeAHIOIO
HenpeMeHHO
nio6egy, a ra3eTUIHKH
cepjoajro
3acTaBJIseT
OH
ce6s
xcjaTb" (8: 409). Moreover, a
ilTTcs, noieMy

personal letter to an anonymous addressee, in which Pushkin discussed

his plans for a newspaper (which did not materialize), was glued to the

manuscripts of EN.19 Pushkin had written in it: "BpaHHTbcs cCKypHaJIHcTaMH
[s 6ygy] scero pa3 B rog; [HO ocTraibHoe speMl]-yroa?KaTb
nomIIIbIM6aJIarypcTBoMByJIrapHHaH 6e3ny6jiHKe BocxHiMeHHMMH,
HH3KO."
CJIHMIKOM
IloJieBoro,-6biJio-6bi
cMbIcJIHreHf
Bulgarin's name sur-

faces again and again in connection with the tale. Autobiographical
details surroundingthe inception of the work indicate that the prosaic
narratorvoices Pushkin'sown concernsof the time, almostwholly unmediated by stylization.20
The next sentenceof the letterrecallsCharsky'sunderstandingof the poet

in relation to his society: "CTHXOB
IIeaaTaTb B HeH He 6ygy: H Bor 3anpeTHT
MeTaTb6HIcepynepeg ny6JiHKof, Ha TOnpo3a-MIKHHa." In Pushkin's un-

derstanding,a newspaperis not a place for poetry,since it is gearedtowards
a mass readership.Prose is comparedto "chaff"("miakina")and, by analogy, the readingpublicto swine. All efforts to write verse would be lost on

such an audience. In short, the conception of prose in EN originates in
journalistic rather than literary writing. The prose sections conform to real
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time and combine shapeless accounts of the everyday. The interpolated
poems ostentatiouslycontrastto this prosaicamorphousness.
Finally, the condition of the manuscriptsuggests that the two poems
were ready-madeinclusions. Pushkin did not even bother to write them
out. Hence the manuscriptpresentsthe most serious textologicalproblems
in the poetic sections. The draftof the prose sections, on the other hand, is
in its finalstage, which indicatesthat, by the time Pushkinwas workingon
the tale, he was concerned more with the idea of setting the poem into a
prose work than with the poem's independentvalue.21In other words, the
formalaspect of the work was an importantconsiderationin the processof
creatingEN.
III

It has been suggestedthat the interactionbetween the two realmsin EN
ultimately leads to their convergence.22To assume some unity between
these two worldsis indeed attractive.After all, they do mirroreach other,
as is so often noted. But upon closer examination,one recognizesthat the
parallelsettings are merely distortedreflectionsof one another. The contaminationof prose by poetry, or vice-versa,is generallyabsent from this
work. On a thematiclevel, this absence is personifiedby Charsky'sobsessive separation of his poetic self from his prosaic one. (The dandy-poet
waits for his moment of inspirationin the safe, spatial-temporalhaven of
his study. His worst fear is to be caught red-handedin the act of writing
poetry. In social situations, he tries to act as un-poetically as possible,
pretendingto be nothing more than a gamblerand a gourmand.)EN is a
combination of two completely separate modes of cognition, presenting
collision, ratherthan synthesis, of the prosaicand poetic imaginations.
The conditions surroundingthe first improvisationexpose the conflict
between these two ways of thinking.The subject-a poet's autonomy-is
ironicfromthe point of view of the frame, or the prose tale, for the Italian's
on-demandperformancecalls into doubt his claimto self-sufficiencywithin
the poem. The act of improvisation,as a rule, dependsfor its themes on the
audience. However, once the improvisationbegins, this irony disappears.
Somethingthat seems contrivedthroughthe prosaicbytovoiprismappears
utterly sincere from the perspective of the poem. Charskymuses at the
Italian's ability to transfigurea general statement into an individualized

poetic expression: "KaK! HyxKaaMbICJIbTyTb KocHyJIacb Bamero cJIyxa, H

yKe cTaniaBameioco6cTBeHHocTbIo"
(8: 270).
The lofty tone of the improvisation,once it spills over into a discussion,
Whilethe Italianreplies
struggleswithandis finallydefeatedby banalities.23
to Charsky'sinitial demand for improvisationwith poetic eloquence, he
stumbleswhen Charskychallengeshimto explainthe natureof poetic talent:
"BCKHiH TaJIaHT HeH3'bACHHM .... 3Ty TeCHyio CBS3b MexKfy CO6CTBeHHbIM
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H yayXAOH
BHemHeIOBoJIeio-TIUeTHO ACaM3aXOTeii 6bi 3TO
BAOXHOBeHHeM
EI3'bCHHTb. OAHaKO . . . Hago6HO nogyMaTb O MOeM nepBOM Bexepe"

(8: 270). Prosaic language gravitates toward the subject that is most compatible with it - the mercantile side of the performance. Any attempt at explaining poetry has to segment instantaneousness into a logical sequence of
thoughts- an impossible task. The improviser asserts, "TaKHHKTO,KpOMe
caMoro HMnpOBH3aTOpa,
He MO)KeTIOHAITb
3Ty 6bIcTpOTyBnexIaTjieHiHH
(8: 270). In this context, the verb "to comprehend" ("poniat') does not
imply rational understanding. "The rapidity of impressions" ("bystrota
vpechatlenii") can only be experienced. Charsky's depiction of the poetic
process, "MbICJIb lyTb KOCHyJIacbcJIyxa,"suggests that reason ("mysl' ") is
replaced by the physical senses ("slukh") in the moment of inspiration. Any
explication of lyricism would necessarily assume the form of another poem.
And since this time Charsky demands a prosaic answer, the poetic genius
suddenly loses his command of communication skills. The first few sentences
of the Italian's attempt to explain the creative process nearly take off into
another poem:
KaKHM o6pa3oM BaATeJb H KycKe KappapcKoro MpaMopa BHIHT COKpbITOrOIOmHTepa H
BbIBOIHTero Ha CBeT, pe3aOM I MOJOTOMpa3apo6JaI ero o6oIOqIKy? InoeMy MbICJIbH3
rOJIOBbin03Ta BbIXOAHTyxe BoopyKeHHaa UeTbIpbMS pH(mMaMH, pa3MepemHHa CTPOiiHbIMH
OJHOO6pa3HbIMHCTOIIaMH?(8: 270)

The similarlity in construction of the above two sentences is striking: a
long clause which presents the mystery of artistic vision is followed by a
shorter clause that illuminates the technique employed to realize this
mysterious vision. Thus, a certain poetic diction is established, especially
when the contemplative nature of the excerpt quoted above is juxtaposed
to the every-day concerns voiced later in the same paragraph. This passage stands out from the established prosaic language of the text. In fact,
the inquisitive tone, the open-endedness of the question, and the subject
of inquiry itself, is closer to the poem which precedes this attempted
explanation. The questions "KaKHMo6pa3oM... ?" and "IloleMy
MbIcJIb;. . . ?" correlate to the poem's "3aqeM KpyTHTCABeTpB oBpare?"
or "3aueM apana cBoero . .. ?" In his poetic treatment of the same
theme the improviser is able to answer these questions ("3ameM xITO
BeTpyHopjiy / I cepgIy esBbIHeT3aKoHa";emphasis added). When they
are transposed into prose, however, he cannot find a satisfactory reply:
"TIleTHO a caM 3axoTeJI 6bi 3TO H3-bICHHTb" (8: 270). Within poetic logic,
"net zakona" is an adequate reply. Prosaic thinking, on the other hand,
demands "laws." As the answer to the first improvisation claims, an account of the mysterious creative process in prose is impossible. After
unsuccessfully attempting to analyze his calling, the improviser leaves
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poetic concerns to poetry, and turns to the subject that better suits the
presentprosaicconversation- the price of tickets.
The subjectof the finalimprovisationdrawsattentionto the gap between
poetry and prose throughits parallelsto the contemporarysociety in the
audience.24The prose sections, so firmlygroundedin the spatial-temporal
frameworkof the plot, progressin a linear manner.Charsky'sage ("EMy
He 6biJIo eie TpHI;qaTH
JIeT")is the second introductory statement of his

character,as well as the second sentence of the tale itself. The opening

sentence roots Charksy spatially: "IapcKHfi 6bIJi OJHH H3 KopeHHbIX
)KHTeJIeiireTep6ypra" (8: 263). The obtrusive ticking of time clearly

marksthe linear progressionof the story.The firstchaptercloses with the

words: ". .. . B TOTxe sexep OHnoexaJi 3a Hero XIonoITaTb"(8: 267). In
direct succession, the second chapter starts with "Ha gpyroHigeHb. ..."

The epigraph to the final section contains yet another time designation,
63a
"LeHa 3a

eT 10 py6niei; HauaIo 6 7 lacoe" (emphasis added; 271). The

price of ticketsserves to underscorethe pragmatismof the events in prose.
The number of days is easily traced within the prosaic sections of the
story. Each chapter covers a distinct twenty-fourhour period; thus, the
prose tale takes the reader through three separate days (or evenings)whichreflectthe numberof nightsthat are sold by Cleopatra.The poem of
Cleopatra, in contrast, unfolds indefinitely.The time of day is not clear,
nor is the length of the scene. In a single moment, the fates of the three
lovers, whichwill implicitlyunravelin three subsequentdays, are sealed.25
In fact, the reader is never actually walked through the three nights of
Cleopatra-in contrast to the title's implications. Indeed, based on the
plot, a more appropriatetitle might be "PetersburgNights,"which in turn
are famous for erasingthe distinctionbetween day and night.
Charsky'scharacterizationis containedwithin the every-dayconception
of time, hence the frequently noted casualness of the prose sections, as
opposed to the lyricism of the two poems. This is not to suggest that
Charskyis assignedsolely to the prosaicrealm. After all, he is also a poet,
with all the tormentsof the craft. However, not once do we see his poetry
directly.
Conversely,the improviserpresents a complete collapse of time. The
essence of his art combinesa beginning,a middle and an end into a single,
uninterruptedwhole; the stages of inspiration,of polishingand perfecting,
and of presentingthe work to the public are one. In addition, the delivery
itself combines three different branchesof art: drama, music and poetry.

This instantaneousness opposes Charsky's artistry: "OHHIMeJHecIacTHe
(8: 263). The acts of writing and presenting his
InrcaTb n neqaTaTbCTHXHI"

work to the audience are spread out in time and, furthermore,accomplished throughan intermediarypublisher.Moreover,the readingpublicis
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not gathered,as at a performance,but ratheris dispersed.Thus, an immediate theatricalimpactis impossible.
Charsky'sdiscomfort around the improviserstems from a collision of
these two incongruoustemporalzones. After the firstimprovisation,he is
bothered by the Italian'sability to make the transitionfrom poet to mer-

chant so effortlessly: "HenpHnTHo6bIJIo TapcKoMy c BbICOTbI
II033EHH
(8: 270). Derzhavin's epigraph to
Bgpyr ynacTb nog JiaBKyKoHTopmUKa"

the chapter, "I1 lapb, a pa6, a qepsb, a 6or" (8: 268), emphasizespoetic
synchronicitythat enables a poet to occupy simultaneouslypositions that
are separatedinto a rigidverticalhierarchyby society.
In contrast to the horizontal development of prose, inspirationis describedas a surgeof feelingsthatis outsidetime. Justbefore the firstimproviMrHoseHHoroysBcTBa"
sation, the Italian'sface betrays "sbIpaeeHxHe
(8:
268). The second improvisationis preceded by the phrase "1Hspyr ..."
"Bapyr"introducesthe improviser'sinitialarrivalto Charsky'sstudy,where
3asanpaJic
Charskyis himselfin the middleof his poetic moment:"LapcKHH
HnIHcaJI
B cBOeMKa6HHeTe
c yTpaao no03HeH HOIIH or "IapcKHHi norpyeeH
3a6BeHHe."Unnoticed, day changes into night.
6bIJInymoio B CJiagOCTHOe

Contraryto such oblivion, in the absence of inspirationthe tickingawayof

minutes is clearly marked: "OcTaJbHoe BpeMa OH ryJIna, . . . cJbima
. .." (8: 264).
nOMHHyTHO
is
Charsky very much a part of the mob mentality when he visits the

improviserbackstage. After describingthe Italian's theatrical attire, the

narrator adds, "Bce 3TO oIeHb He noHpaBHJIOCbHapcKOMy,KOTOpOMy
HenpEIHTHO
6bIJ0I BHIgeTbno3Ta B ogexKe 3ae3xero 4)Hrjapa"(8: 271). This

visitparallelsthe scene in whichthe Italianintrudeson Charsky'smomentof
inspiration.In both instances,one artistentersthe other'screativespace and
findsthat it does not meet his expectations.Justas Charskyis unpleasantly
surprisedby the Italian's appearanceright before the performance, the
Italianis taken abackwhen he catches Charskyin his study:
HTaJIbXHel CMyTHJICI.OH norjiaslej BOKpyr ce6a. KapTHHbI, MpaMopHbIe CTaTyI,
ero. OH
6pOH3bI, joporHe HrpyiKH, paccraBseHHbie Ha rOTHqeCKHX 3Ta)aepKax,-nopa3HJin
noHIJI, qTO Mexay HagMeHHbIMdandy, CTOaIHMM nepej HHMB XOXJIaTOR
napWOBORCKy4efiKe,
B 30JIOTOMKHTaIiCKOM
xaJIaTe, oIInocaHHOM TypeeKOi majibIO, H HM, 6eJHbIM KOyiIOIliM
apTHCTOM,B ICTepTOMraJIcryKe H noHomeHHHOM
(8: 266)
cppaKe, HHiero He 6bJio o6nero.
Bef;Hbii

Notice that just before stepping on stage, the improviser'sdramaticpresence - the sharp contrastbetween his black attire, black beard and white
skin ("roJiasa measCBoeio CTpaHHOH6eJIH3HOIO ApKO OTgeJIasiacbOTrycTOHH
IepHOHi6opobi; 8: 271) -replaces his earlier appearance that reflected the

no6eJIeBisiHHyxe no ImBaM,"
passage of time: his "iepHbmI
ifpaK,
and
MaHHmlKa"
"aKeJITOBaTaA
"HCTepTbIH
IepHbIHraJIcTyK"
(8: 265).
Both instances present backstage glimpses of inspiration, one in the form
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of a study, the other literally"backstage."However, as soon as the Italian
comes out on stage, Charsky'sperceptionof him changes:
OH3aMeTHIJI, TO HapnA, KOTOpbIiinoKa3ajCS eMy TaK HenpHAnieH,HHe npoH3BeJ Toro ce
a yBHenJI ero
AeiicrBHIHa ny6JiHKy. CaM qapcKHii He HaIimeJHHqero B HeM cMemHoro,Koro
Ha noJMOCTKaX,c 6JIelHbIM JIHAOM, apKO ocBeineHHbIM MHOKeCTBOM
JIaMnIHcBeqeii. (8: 272)
...

The theatricalmoment suspends Charsky'shumdrumstate of mind. This
altered view of the improviser,however, does not necessarilysuggest that
logic is altogether absent. Charsky'stransitionin this scene is a perfect

illustration of Pushkin's definition of inspiration: "BoxHoseHme ecTb
pacnoioxKeHHe
ymrI K XKHBeimUeMy npIHHTHIO BneIaTjieHiH, cjiencT.
K 6bICTpOMy
<BeHHo>
coo6paaeHHIo nOHITH4i, ITO H cnoco6cTByeT o6'SCHeHio OHbIX.BAOxHoBeHHeHyacHOB no033HHKaKHB reoMeTpHH"
(11: 41-

42). The crucialcomponentsof thisunderstandingof inspirationare conceptualization and, more importantly, speed. Charsky needs to grasp the performance at once in order to reconcile the images of a foreign dandy and a poet.

His receptivityto the improviser'sstate of inspirationhelps him transcend
the prosaicorderthat imposesitself on a poet's life just as muchas it does on

anyone else's.26
Both Charsky and the Italian, when thinking in prose, have to create a
context for the other. The Italian assumes that he is entering a "conventional" poet's study, just as Charsky hopes to find some indication of an
inspired genius backstage. In both cases, their expectations are disappointed. Thus the propensity for both modes of perception - poetic isolation
and prosaic continuity - is present in both artists. However, a relationship of
opposition is established when they interact. They are polarized along this
formal axis. Charsky is generally prosaic, but is able to tap into a poetic mode
of being; the improviser is a poet who is forced to cross over into a prosaic

realm. These transitionsare strainedand maximallyawkward.

IV
The two temporal schemes within EN - synchronic and diachronic--

assumetwo very differentcodes of ethics. Debreczenycorrectlynotes that
the poetic stance in EN echoes Keats' "negativecapability"of a chameleon
poet (295). Inspiration,whichis above naturaltime, is not liable to societal
judgment, i.e. moral categories. This is not to suggest that, for Pushkin,
society, in contrastto the poet, epitomizesethics. However, moralityis the
only measure it has. A paraphrase,which the public needs in order to
-entertainthe illusion of understandingpoetry, transposespoetic timelessness into prosaictemporality.Such a transpositiondistortsthe blissfulmoment, stretchesit and endowsit with the concernsof everydaylife. Because
the public does not comprehend that poetry is defined as above time, an
unbridgeable gap opens up between the poet and his audience. Here the
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tragedy of a Romantic poet is formulated by bringing the two literary forms
into an antagonistic relationship.
The analytical mind constructs categories, and expects a poet to fit into
them. The demands below force the poet to go into hiding:
OH HaXOHJI B HHX CJHIIIKOMMHOrOIIpHTI3aHHi y OAHHXHa KOJIKOCTb
yMa, y jpyrHx Ha
Ha
IIbIJIKOCTb
Boo6paKeHHR, y TpeTbHXHa tyBCTBHTeJIbHOCTb,
y teTBepTpbIX Ha MeJIaHXOJIHIO,
H
Ha
Ha
Ha
c()HJaHTpOnHIO,
MH3aHTpOIHIO,
rJIy6oKOMbICJIHe,
HpOHHIO
pa30IapOBaTeJIbHOCTb,
IpOtI. ("OTpbIBOK" 8: 411)

The juxtaposition of morally tinged words, "philanthropy" and "misanthropy," illustrates the public's tendency to think only in terms of right and
wrong. A poet is indiscriminate in this respect, as the Italian states in his
poetic response to Charsky's "zakaz."
The first improvisation presents an interesting inversion of Pushkin's
1828 poem "Poet i tolpa." Although the speakers of both poems adopt
similar attitudes toward their interlocutors, their own positions are directly
opposed. In "Poet i tolpa," the speaker-poet is an elevated "son of the
heavens" ("syn nebes"), born for prayer. In the improvisation, the poet
switches his position. He answers the passer's-by demand for an "elevated
subject" ("vozvyshennyi predmet") with images of the physically lowest
points, "3aieM KpyTHITCIBeTp B OBpare,""3aueM OTrop .. ./JIeTT open
.../Ha
iaxJIbii nreHb"(8: 269). While the speaker of "Poet i tolpa" serves
some higher law, in this improvisation the poet is not bound to it. In EN,
the emphasis shifts from a contrast between the spiritually pure and the
debased (i.e., between "poet" and "tolpa") to simply those who cannot
think outside of a logical progression and those who can. The improviser
does not accuse the crowd of baseness, as the speaker of "Poet i tolpa"
does; in fact, an overt belittlement of the mob is absent altogether. Indeed,
the Italian's petty concerns indicate that he is part of the crowd. Nor does
he posit himself as the righteous one. The two opposing stances, assumed
by the speakers in these thematically connected poems, attest to the poet's
universality. Poetic integrity is in the form itself, not in any specific poetic
content. The prosaic-minded audience holds the poet accountable to a
certain world-view, while poetry itself liberates him from this.
Poetry lifts themes from prosaic reality. It is not the material, but its
rearrangement that individuates it; the subject is ultimately irrelevant and
thus translation from the Italian is unnecessary. This is the essence of EN:
passing the same themes through different modes of presentation. Cleopatra is one such theme - the mystical beauty in verse remains forever youthful, while her prosaic equivalent in the text, the attendance taker with rings
on every finger, ages.
Dostoevsky's reaction to EN is typically historical and prosaic ("Otvet
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'Russkomu vestniku"' 199-200). Though the novelist recognizes the crucial
role that momentariness plays, his inclination to turn Pushkin into his intellectual twin endows the moment with a precise historical significance. For
him, EN depicts a religious crisis, the solution to which lies in Ancient
Rome's turn to Christianity. Such a view dismisses the capriciousness of the
moment in Pushkin's tale. In EN, the poetic mig does not carry historical
consequences or influence reality. If it has any relationship to ethics, it is that
of flagrant non-participation. In this respect, Dostoevsky comes dangerously close to one of the "prosaic" thinkers in the improviser's audience.
Aside from those of Dostoevsky's frame of mind, most readers of EN
do not view Cleopatra's offer from a moral standpoint. Although she
overtly states that she is "prostituting" her body ("Ha jioKe cTpaCTHbIX
/ rIpocTo HaeMHHlUeH BcxoXcy"; 273), a stance such as this
HCKyIeHaiIHH
cannot be interpreted in terms of positive/negative values. After all, her
price could not be any higher. (She is not subject to the concerns of the
Italian, who wants to set a price that is high enough to make a profit, yet
low enough to attract an audience.) The improviser is confused when his
innocent comment about Cleopatra's numerous lovers elicits vulgar laughter from the men in the audience. Dostoevsky passes similar judgment on
Cleopatra's conduct, albeit in a more sophisticated manner.
The pre-texts for EN point out the discrepancy between these antagonistic
world views. The tension between Vol'skaia and her social circle in "The
Guests Gathered at the Dacha" anticipates the tension between the literary
forms that the later versions of the tale were to take. Vol'skaia invites societal scorn by resisting the natural passage of time: "Ho roJbImUJIH,
a gymee
3HHaHIbI Bce eime 6bIJo 14 neT. CTaJH ponTaTb" (8: 275). While social
norms are marked by time, where every stage of human life has to correspond to specific rules of conduct, Zinaida lives in poetic atemporality.
In "An Evening at the Dacha," such discord is even more evident in the
guests' responses to Cleopatra's promiscuity. The narrative begins with the
retelling of an anecdote about Mme de Stael, who asks Napoleon "Koro
InOIHTaeTOH nepBOL )eHiiHHOIO B CBeTe." Napoleon answers: "Ty,
KOTopasHapojHiaa6oJee jeTei" (8: 420) After discussing the tasteless
coquetry of Mme de Stael's question, the mistress of the dacha poses the
same question. A certain Aleksei Ivanych replies: "Cleopatra." The guests
attempt to make him explain his choice, but he becomes too embarrassed
to expound on that quality of the queen which he finds so intriguing. After
some persuading, Aleksei begins by noting that he has come across an
interesting reference in Aurelius Victor on Cleopatra's offer to sell her
nights at the price of death. The statement begins with the words: "OHa
OTJIHxaJIaCb TaKOIO HOXOTJIHBOCTbIO,ITO . .." (8: 421). Notice that the
prosaic restatement of the subject contains a moral judgment of Cleopatra,
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stressed by the term "lustfullness"("pokhotlivost'"), which the audience
unjustlysuperimposeson the antiquated,lofty, and by now utterlyfictional-

ized character. "ITO x HI33TOrOXOTeJIOHH3BJIe'b? KaKaa TyT rJiaBHaa

Hgea"(8: 422), asks one of the guests innocently.Aleksei, who has suggested to his poet-friendto write a poem on thisparticularaspectof Cleopatra, recites bits of it from memoryinstead of answeringthe question in the
naturallanguageof prose. As soon as the readingstops, one of the ladies
attacksCleopatra:"3TOT npegMeTJOJIKHO
6bI gOCTaBHTbMapKH3eXKopK
xe 6eccTbIgHHIle,KaK H saima KJIeonaTpa" (8: 423). The
3aHi, TaKOiH

phrase "shamelesscreature"summarizesa prosaicpronouncementon poetry. Here we see the audienceconfuse the categoriesdelineatedearlierin
this essay, i.e. antiquity versus contemporaneity(section I) and artifact
versusautobiography(section II). The audienceattemptsto take Cleopatra
out of her fictionalworld of Alexandriaand subject her to the court of its
peers. The earlierattemptto extrapolatea "mainidea" seems to fuse with
these ethical interpretationsin the voice of the mob. For them, ideas and
ethics are part of the same language.
Leslie O'Bell's question- i.e. how should we understandPushkin'sgestureof incorporatinga poem of his earlierRomanticperiodinto a tale of the
mid-1830's- remainsto be answered.PushkinstronglydenouncedRomanticism by the time he wrote EN. Yet, not only are EN's two improvisations
undeniablyRomantic,but the tale in its entirety,as hasbeen suggestedin the
firstsection of my argument,looks back to the Romantictraditionof tales
about artists.We have to considerPushkin'sown relationshipwith his readingpublicin the 1830'sin orderto betterunderstandthisretrogressivemove.
Fromthe beginningof the reignof NicholasI to the end of Pushkin'slife, the
poet felt increasinglyenslavedboth by censorshipandby the marketof mass
readership.Both of these spheres converged in the figure of Bulgarin.27
Bulgarin,who was surelythe subjectof Pushkin'spolemicin "A Fragment,"
and later in EN, had a monopoly on the literaryandjournalisticcultureof
the day. By 1831, his newspaperNorthernBee was issued daily.In response
to this monopoly,Pushkinhelped organizeand wrote for Del'vig's Literary
gazette. Pushkin'sgoal was to return to the reader some of the purity of
literarymores. However, in the age of growingmassreadershipand denunciationof "aristocratic"
literaryvalues,Del'vig'saesthetically-oriented
publication could not compete with the popularityof Bulgarin'sjournal (nor
could Del'vig compete with Bulgarin'scrudebusinesspracticeof pandering
to his audience).In lightof thisatmosphere,Pushkin'sresurrectionof earlier
Romantic positions could be viewed as an answer to the Bulgarinsof his
time. By drawingdistinctionsbetween prosaicand poetic perspectivesand
reintroducingthe irreconcilablegap between "poet"and "tolpa"into EN,
Pushkinentertainsthe possibilityof creativefreedom from censorshipand
the marketplace,despite his increasingmaterialdependenceon it.

EgyptianNights
Poetry,Prose,andPushkin's
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V

Lotman'sarticleon Pushkin'spoemy will help to sum up the majorpoints
of my argumentandplace the branchof formalconcerns,epitomizedby EN,
in the context of the poet's development("K strukture"381-88). Pushkin's
plan to polarizeliteraryformsand engage them in dialogue- whichgradually unfoldsin a numberof texts of the mid 1830'sand culminatesin EN - is
set in motion some ten years earlier.Lotmanassertsthat Pushkinstrove to
lock his more monologicpoemy of the Romanticperiodinto a prose frame,
i.e. to prefaceor annotatethem, and in this way to presentanotherperspective on the same subjectby shiftingfrom poetry to prose.
In orderto accomplishthis effect, PushkinsolicitedViazemskyto writean
introduction to the first edition of The Fountain of Bakhchisarai: "TBoa
npo3a o6ecnewHT cy,b6y MOHXCTHXOB"
(quoted in "K strukture" 383).
"Vmesto
subtitled
Viazemsky's
"Pa3roBopMeacy H3laTeJIeM
predisloviia,"
H KJIaCCHKOMC BbI6oprCKOH

CTOpOHbI, HJIH c BaCHJIbeBcKoro

oCTpoBa,"

anticipatesthe gesture of peakingbehind the curtainat the more mundane

aspects of authorship (Poln. sob. soch. vol. II, 1915: 189-191).28 The prose
excerpt from Ivan Murav'ev-Apostol's Journey Through the Tauride serves

as an afterwordto the editions that appeared during Pushkin'slifetime,

providing factual information on the present state of the Bakhchisarai palace

(vol. II, 201-204). Pushkin'sown "Otryvokiz pis'ma,"whichaccompanies

the third edition (1830), is a banal counterpoise from the poet's own life to a
fictionalized depiction of the fountain within the poem: "K** no3THIecKH
onncbIBaJIaMHeero, Ha3bIBaala fontaine des larmes. Boime BOnBopeu,
H33apxaBOH)Kejie3HOH
Tpy6bIno KanHIM
yBHIei a HlcnopqeHHbIH(4OHTaH;
..."
nagajia Boga
(vol. II, 204).
According to Lotman, this early attempt to mark the presence of various
perspectives formally gives way to a second group of narrative poems,
characterized by works such as Count Nulin and The Little House in
Kolomna which no longer need extra-textual prose because "novelistic"
elements are injected into the text proper. If Lotman is correct, then the
structure in EN is a compromise between these two models for combining
literary forms. The poet returns to his earlier solution to the problem of

delineating various points of view with the help of a clear prose/poetry
divide. The language of EN retains the attributesof prose which, in the
poet's conceptionof the early twenties, belong outside an artistictext. This
type of prose casually presents a poet in his autobiographical time, concerned with physical means of production as much as, if not more, with the
mental processes of creation.29 The chatty, conversational tone presents
objects of a poet's sober observation (e.g. the fountain) as they appear
before they are recast in a verse medium.
In "A Tale from Roman Life," "Evening at the Dacha," "Scenes from
the Days of Chivalry" and finally EN, prose prepares the scene for recita-
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tion of poetry that, in turn, comments on its frame. In the capacity of a
commentator, the function of such an insert is similar to that of an epigraph. However, not only is this type of poem now included in the text
proper, it now becomes the tale's center piece. Verse quoted within the
space of Pushkin's previous short stories and novellas is little more than an
artifact, much like a painting on a wall. It may be a pivotal point in a story,
as the picture with one bullet upon the other in "The Shot," but it is not an
irreplaceable plot event. The interaction of literary forms in prose narratives that switch to verse narratives is significantly different. As the genesis
of pre-texts for EN indicates (Pushkin began with a poem, e.g. "Cleopatra," and wrote a frame around it), verse serves as an initial impulse and a
model for the prose story. As in the writing of The Fountain of Bakhchisarai, the prose frame is a secondary step that, in the case of the group of
works leading up to EN, becomes a significant part of the primary text.
Moving prose into the main body of a text results, as Tynianov suggests,
in the "deformation" of verse. Lotman claims that works such as Count
Nulin, Eugene Onegin and The Little House in Kolomna do not depend on
prose epilogues as a source of another perspective precisely because the
verse is already infused with elements of prose. In Lotman's view, this
group of works represents a higher stage in Pushkin's evolution toward a
dialogic poetics. I propose that EN reflects the poet's final considerations
of his two literary media. This work reconciles the early tendency of formal
polarization with the later one of "deformation," offering yet another possibility for dramatizing two antipodal points of view, separated into poetry
and prose, within the space of a single artistic text.
NOTES
I wouldlike to thankMichaelWachteland CarylEmersonfor helpfulcommentsandcriticism
on earlierdraftsof this paper.
1 In a recentarticleon EN, David Hermanoffersa socio-historicalanalysisof the text. The
readeris referredto thiscomprehensiveaccountof the dilemmaPushkinfacedas an artist
dependent on the reading public. It should be borne in mind that the present study
concernsitself with a differentset of problems.Namely,the frameworkof this analysis
stems from the traditionof scholarshipthat focuses on Pushkin'sconflationof literary
forms.
2 YuriiTynianovargues that prosaicand poetic elements merge in this "novel in verse,"
givingbirthto a new form. The most importantcomponentof the word in a prose text,
the meaning, is deformedin verse, where the sign itself acquiressignificance(89-90).
3 RalphMatlawexaminesthe waysin whichPushkincombineselementsfromboth Classical and Romantictraditionsin EN. He concludes,however,that EN is a Romanticwork
in its entirety, with conventionallyRomantic themes such as exoticism and a protest
againstsociety that forces a particularpositionon a poet (117-119). Petruninaattributes
the tale to the later Romanticperiodof the 1830's,in the traditionof worksthat oppose
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two types of artists, a pragmaticand idealist. She ranksEN togetherwith Odoevsky's
"Bakh,"Polevoi's"ThePainter"and Gogol's "ThePortrait"(38).
See Weintraub,"TheProblemof Improvisationin RomanticLiterature,"119-37.
Chicherinlooks at Pushkin'sunfinishedproseretrospectively,as the beginningsof a plan
thatwouldbe realizedin a Tolstoyansocio-psychologicalnovel. TosuggestthatPushkin's
turn to prose is a move towardrealismof the latter half of the nineteenthcenturyis
misleading.Pushkin'sproseis "realistic"only in its oppositionto the poetic canon, not in
its anticipationof laterrealistssuch as Dostoevskyor Tolstoy.
The majorityof protagonistschosen for Isenberg'sbook (Vladimirof Turgenev'sFirst
Love, the pawnbrokerof Dostoevsky'sTheGentleCreature,Pozdnyshevof Tolstoy'sThe
KreutzerSonata)are both authorsof theirtales andactorsin them. The two stageswithin
a single life span of such characters-telling and acting-are, as a rule, separatedby a
time gap, often demarcatedby several years. Characterchange is underscoredby the
lapse of time itself. For example, when we thinkof the narrator'sdevelopmentin Notes
from Underground,the numbertwentyimmediatelycomes to mind as the differencein
yearsbetween the firstand second parts.Furthermore,the time that passesbetween the
telling and what is being told is in direct proportionto the success of a narrative,as
instancedby the lack of cohesion in the story of the gentle creature,where-due to the
immediacyof the narration- the body is still stretchedout on the table.
The protagonistof KarolinaPavlova'sTheDouble Life escapes the humdrumand pettiness of the life that surroundsher, unfoldedin the prose sectionsof the novel, into the
imaginaryspace presentedin the verse fragments.
Unless noted otherwise, referencesto Pushkin'stexts cite the 1937 Academy edition.
Numeralsin the citationsrefer to volumeand page number.
I largelyfollow the genealogypresentedin Leslie O'Bell'sPushkin's"EgyptianNights":
The Biographyof a Work.I diverge from this genealogy in adding two other works:
"Scenesfrom the Days of Chivalry"and "The Skull"(discussedlater in this section).
Althoughthese texts are beyondthe scope of O'Bell'sbook, they exhibitthe same formal
concernsas EN.
For a discussionof Pushkin'splan for "A Tale from Roman Life," see Cherniaev's
"Tsezar'puteshestvoval."
Accordingto Tacitus,Petroniuscuts his veins andwrapsthem to slow the blood flow and
in this way to prolong his dying. Pushkin'sPetroniusmakes use of his last few days to
recite poetryin front of his friends(Cherniaev429).
Pushkinwas surelyawareof this element of the work'sconstruction.He had TheSatyricon in a Frenchtranslationthatpreservedits poetic andprosecomponents(Modzalevsky
309). O'Bell cites The Satyriconas Pushkin'sprimarymodel for the combinationof
literaryforms in "A Tale," "An Evening"and, ultimately,in EN (80). It may also be
noted that the use of improvisationto link poetry to a prose tale might have been
suggested by another source. Pushkinalso had in his libraryColeridge's"The Improvisatore,"a dramain prosethatincorporatespoetic meditations(Modzalevsky198). Paul
Debreczenymentionsthat this drama,as well as workson the subjectof improvisation
suchas Madamede Stael'sCorinne(1807)and V. F Odoevsky's"Improvisatore"
(1833),
musthave had its shareof influenceon Pushkin(291).
This type of relationshipbetween forms correspondsto Bakhtin'sepic/novel temporal
divide. Poetic time is confinedto the "absolutepast" (15), while events in prose correspond to the narrator's(and possibly the reader's)time. In her chapterentitled "The
'Kleopatra'Tales," Monika Greenleaf discusses the temporal structureof EN in the
contextof the fashionableliterarycurrentsthat accompaniedthe JulyRevolutionof 1830
in France. Greenleaf points out that frame tales were used to juxtapose contrasting
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momentsin history "in order to show that what seemed like overnightchange from a
contemporaryperspectivehad been long in the making"(310).
14 It is importantto bear in mind Pushkin'schoice of forms when comparing"The Stone
Guest"and "The Coffin-Maker."Both workswere writtenin 1830and sharemanyplot
elements.In the latter,the drunkprotagonistsummonshis deceasedclientsto his housewarmingparty, as Don Juan flippantlyinvites the statue of Donna Anna's murdered
husbandto dropin on theirrendezvous.In eachstory,the addresseemiraculouslyaccepts
the invitation.However,two differentmodes of rendition,the dramain blankverse and
the prose short story,necessitatedifferentconclusions.The supernaturalelement of the
former- the appearanceof the Commander'sstatueon his wife'sdoorstep- is perceived
as perfectly "logical"within the frameworkand carries "real"consequencesfor Don
Juan.The shortstory,on the otherhand, has to justifyits fantasticoccurrence(the skeletons' acceptanceof the coffin-maker'sinvitation)rationally.The protagonistwakes up,
and is takenfor a lunaticby his servantwhen he alludesto the happeningsin his dream.
The grandstatue of the Commander,once translatedinto prose, turnsinto the skeleton
whichdisintegratesin frontof the coffin-maker'seyes. As suggestedby the oppositionof
this short story to its loftier complement,and by the interactionof the two formsin the
narrativepoem "TheSkull,"prose time, whichis closerto real time, is more equippedto
handleskeletonsin Pushkin'spoetics.
15 It is interestingto note that Eugene Onegin operates inversely: the unitary form of
narration(asidefromthe two lettersand "TheSong of the Girls")- the Oneginstanzais opposedto endlessdigressionsfromthe plot.
16 Boris Eikhenbaum adds Count Nulin and The Little House in Kolomna to this category

(44).
17 Etkindsuggeststhat this metricalalterationchangesthe natureof Cleopatra'sutterance.
While the neo-classicalassociationsof the hexameteradd a certain stateliness to her
words, the tetrameterunderplaysher position of power and simply presents her as a
passionatewoman(70).
18 O'Bell suggests that this stylizationis not one of ironic distance, as some of Lensky's
passagesare in EugeneOnegin.Insteadof perceiving"Cleopatra"as "oldromanticism,"
she proposesto view it as "timelessromanticism"(77).
19 A partialdescriptionof the manuscriptis foundin Russkaiastarina,1884.
20 Vainshteinand Pavlovaemphasizethe biographicalsetting of anotherpre-textfor EN,
"The Guests Gatheredat the Dacha" (Countess Laval'sliterarysalon at her summer
house, wherePushkinread his Boris Godunov,37).
21 Because Pushkindid not publish EN himself, editors have had to guess the author's
intent in some portions of the manuscript.Disagreementsarise mainly over the final
improvisation:which version of "Cleopatra"(1828 or 1835) should fill the space intended for a poem. It is customaryto use the 1828 variant,althoughNabokov, in his
commentaryon Eugene Onegin, points out the arbitrarinessof this accepted practice
(vol. 3, 383). Gofman'spublicationof EN includesthe prose descriptionsof the setting
of Cleopatra'sfeast from the unfinished1835revisionand ends with the 1828versionof
the poem. For detailson the state of the manuscript,see Annenkov(387-93) and Bondi
(148-205).

22 Greenleafsees "Kleopatra"as an allegoryof the poet andaudience'sinteractionfoundin
the prose frame (339-340). O'Bell notes that the final improvisationmerges the two
worldswithinthe text, as well as the works that lead up to the creationof EN (earlier
versionsof the Cleopatrapoems, "TheGuests Gatheredat the Dacha,""Eveningat the
Dacha," and "A Tale from Roman Life," 103). IrvinWeil traces the fusion of the two
componentsas the tale progresses.The initialprosaicnarratoris aloof and casual,introducingthe protagonistswith a certainamountof ironicdistance.As the storyprogresses,
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however,the passionatevoice of the Italianconsumesall othertones, unitingthe external
narrator(Pushkin),Charskyand the improviserin its poetic finale(90). Hermansuggests
that the union of the two worlds in EN is achieved in yet anotherway. For him, EN
presentsan alternativeto the relationshipestablishedearlierby Pushkinbetween "poet"
and "tolpa."The criticclaimsthat Pushkin/ Charskyis impressedwith the improviser's
abilityto workwith the crowdcreativelyeven as his poetic talentis subsidizedfinancially
by it (668).
23 Weildealswiththe prosaicpassagesthatset the two improvisations.The themeof inspiration does influencethe prose, infectingit with a highlyemotive language.However,this
effect is limitedto the sectionsthatdirectlyprecedethe two poems (and, in the case of the
first improvisation,the passage that follows the poem). Weil notes that they are in
strikingcontrastto the casualtone of the rest of the prose (88). Insteadof seeing a fusion
of the two literaryformshere, I proposethat these transitionalpassagespresenta struggle between the two forms that constitutethis work. Prose holds victoryin this struggle
after the firstimprovisation.Conversely,the last few prose lines of EN surrenderto the
inspiredpoetic genius, erasingthe verticalhierarchywith the words "God'sapproach"
("priblizhenieboga").
24 ValeriiBriusovalso notes that the parallelsbetween the modernand the ancientworlds
are establishedonly to emphasizethe differences(411 446). Not withouthis Symbolist
biases, he arguesthat the cowardiceand hypocrisyof contemporarysociety set off the
courageand loftinessof antiquity.
25 In examiningthree very differentreadingsof EN, by Dostoevsky,Briusovand Modest
Gofman, Lewis Tracynotes that all three authorssense the crucialrole that the "moment" (mig, mgnovenie) plays in the text (456).

26 Sidiakov (178) and Matlaw (110) draw parallelsbetween Charskyand the speaker of
Pushkin's1827poem "Poet"("Pokane trebuetpoeta").
27 See Lotman's Pushkin (160-179) for a detailed account of Pushkin's polemic with
Bulgarin.
28 The forewordis reprintedin the 1827editionof the poem.
29 Accordingto a Romanticsensibility(e.g. the publisher'scommentsin Viazemsky'sintro-

duction), the means of production have no place in a work of art: "BaM He )OBOJIbHo
TOrO,'ITOBbI nepeg co6olo BHJIHTe3saHHeKpacHBoe:BbI Tpe6yeTe elme, 'To6 BHAeH6bInI
H OCTOB
ero. B H3SIIIHbIX
OBOJIbHO
OAHoroJAeIcTBHsIo6i.aro; ITO3a OXOTa
TBOpeHHAflX
BHgIeTbnpOM3BOACTBO?" (Pushkin.

Poln sob., vol. II, 191)
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